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StorieS of the people

beyond trees
How Countries Work Together
 on Improving Lives in Cities

More than half of the world’s population lives in urban areas. By 2050, that number is 
expected to increase to at least 70 percent. Cities around the world are feeling the 
strain of increasing population density and unplanned urban growth.  As a result many 
communities have become more vulnerable to natural and climate-related disasters, diseases, 
and other ecological and social stresses. There is also a growing disconnect between natural 
resources and  communities, particularly  the current  and  next  generations  of young 
people. Lack of accessible green spaces in many cities around the world have led 
to unmanaged  recreation, violence  and  health  challenges  such as  asthma  
among  young  people. In addition, this block of  young  people is often  excluded   from   many   
civic engagement and participatory processes. 

Many cities are harnessing the power of green: green thinking, green education, green 
infrastructure and green livelihoods. Natural resource managers, nongovernment 
organizations, and community-based organizations realize (or are beginning to understand) 
the importance of improving lives in cities by harnessing ecosystem services—including 
their economic, socio-ecological, and health benefits—derived from trees, wetlands, parks,
 and other green spaces. 

Green infrastructure is one dimension in a basket of solutions needed to address the 
pressures associated with urban population growth. To build democracy, neighborhood pride 
and unity, ecological literacy, and market innovation, we need  better, more transdisciplinary 
engagement among professionals who can collaborate across multiple scales—in other 
words—beyond trees! Engaging communities through stewardship, partnership building, and 
conservation education are methods employed to do this. 

The U.S. Forest Service International Programs and its partners understand the power of 
building networks and working collaboratively across landscapes and borders. Through its 
annual International Seminar on Urban Forestry, the agency brings together practitioners, 
researchers and managers from different countries to share and exchange best practices, 
challenges and emerging issues.  This newsletter highlights the stories from participants 
who have gone through this seminar, from domestic partners who have learned overseas 
examples and from young people around the world.  The objective of this newsletter is to 
explore the importance of engaging all types of audiences and communities in order to build 
a successful urban forest program, which in turn has the power to significantly improve lives.
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ROOfTOp faRMINg IN INfORMaL aREas   

The urban growth of Cairo over the last few decades has resulted in a deteriorated and
defective urban fabric. Cairo has experienced a tremendous urbanization in the form of
informal settlements in the past 5 decades. A recent study showed that more than half of
Cairo’s built up area is unplanned construction. Complemented by a massive population
growth, informal settlements is one of the most environmentally degraded urban areas in
Cairo. Those areas have expanded over a huge portion of agriculture land resulting in the
loss of valuable production opportunities. Additionally, this unplanned transformation that
follows the agricultural basin subdivision resulted in a compact construction pattern that 
lack open or green spaces.

Rooftops in our urban centers represent a strong potential of existing underutilized 
spaces. The transformation of these urban rooftops into an ecological resource through-
implementing green roof systems is becoming a normal practice in many cities around 
the world. As a result of the growing interest in urban agriculture practices, a new green 
roofs approach is emerging. It is no longer a question of whether or not green roofs 
should be implemented, but rather how their impact can be maximized beyond their 
recognized environmental values. Green roofs usually target densely populated cities and 
urban agglomerations that lack open/green spaces.This is exactly where the presence of 
agricultural land is rare, and the proximity to fresh and nutritious produce is diminshing.

Urban agriculture is increasingly spreading in towns and cities. Modern cities have shifted 
the use of existing parks,vacant lots and building rooftops to urban agriculture practices, 
in an attempt to serve the enormous demands ofurban food supply. Urban Agriculture has 
been presented in many literatures as a resilient strategy that provides multidimensional 
benefits for urban dwellers. It has proved to impact food security in urban areas, stimulate 
local economies through generating jobs, and positively impact the environment through 
introduced green spaces.

“ I am originally an Architect who 
joined The American University 
in Cairo in November 2016 as a 
Project Manager, managing an 
externally funded grant to implement 
Community Gardens and rooftop 
farms in the informal settlements 
of Cairo. I am also working on the 
research and applications of different 
soil less agriculture techniques. I am 
the founder of Urban Greens, a start 
up aiming to promote the concept 
of urban agriculture and raise 
awareness about the benefits of 
green infrastructure in our cities”

            - abdallah Tawfic - 

Country: Egypt
City: Cairo  
population: 20 Million

palm Date tree , 
Native for Egypt
Courtesy of molon.de

figure 1: agriculture land transformation 
in Cairo’s informal settlements
photo courtesy of author
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sUsTaINaBLE COMMUNITy gaRDENs   
Sustainable Community Gardens Owned by Successful Communities is a community 
development project, funded by the German International Cooperation (GIZ) and developed, 
and implemented by the Research Institute for a Sustainable Environment (RISE), The 
American University in Cairo,  in collaboration with local NGOs. Over a period of 17 months the 
project aimed at creating five sustainable community gardens in the informal settlement  of  
Mattariya in Cairo. The five selected locations are  semipublic spaces including two schools, 
an adminstrative building, a public library and an NGO. 

RISE has started the project by training the selected community members on “Garden  
implementation & management” & “Social & Green Entrepreneurship”, providing them 
with an overview of gardening practices and introducing them to the basics of marketing, 
business model canvas and tools/means on how to sustain/expand their project.

After the training, RISE team proposed a design which was presented individually to the 
adminstration of each location, to give them an idea on how their garden would look like, and 
to discuss possible changes in case needed. Once approved, RISE implemented the design with 
the help of the trained community members. RISE has stressed on utilizing local materials for 
the implementation. Simple, cheap and durable planters and/or systems would encourage 
the replications of such models elsewhere, which serve for the dissemination of the concept. 

RISE has also followed a collaborative implementation approach, in which the trained 
community members did not only implement their respective garden, but help in 
implementing the other farms. This would help the community members to increase their 
agricultural knowledge and hands on experience through repeated implementation, as well 
as strenghtening  community  bonds through shared  agriculture practices.

figure 2: El amal school for deaf rooftop 
farm 2 months after implementation
photo courtesy of author

(Left) figure 3: The team during 
hydroponic lettuce planting day

(Middle) figure 4: Hydroponically 
grown Lettuce ready to be harvested at 
Mattariya school for girls

(Right) figure 5: Tomatoes growing at El 
Mattariya school for girls rooftop farm
photos courtesy of author

“The farm has motivated us, it keeps us 
going and now we feel we can keep getting 
better. The students now enjoy the greener 
landscape as well as the agriculture classes 
conducted in the farm. I am looking forward 
to teaching more students about making 
mini-models of the farm at their homes “ 

-Mrs Eman El sawy- Member of El amal 
school or Deaf

“The farm is now my go-to place that brings 
me comfort. Whenever I am stressed, going 
to the farm brings a big relief. The team 
iscurrently looking for ways to increase the 
student’s engagement in the farm. We aim 
for this project to be not onlyfor commercial 
production but also for educational purposes. 
The farm is our responsibility, and we will 
make sure that this project will become a 

success and a role model.“

- Mrs. Omaya Mohamed - El Mattariya 

school for girls
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yoUth and women taking a lead in 
restoring their environment

OVERVIEW Of MKURaNga DIsTRICT, TaNZaNIa
Mkuranga District  is one of  the six  Districts of  Pwani  Region in Tanzania, According to 
the 2002 census, the population of Mkuranga is 187,428 and it is increasing at an alarming 
rate. The population increase in Mkuranga town is a big challenge caused by rural- urban 
migration in search of employment. Being an Industrial area, Mkuranga District attracts 
more people from different parts of the country to work in Mkuranga district, hence the 
increase in population. This growing population density increases demand of land for urban 
development projects including housing and infrastructure, social services such as school, 
health facilities, play grounds and many  others which  resulted in clearance of natural forests. 
According to the National Natural Forest Resources Assessment report (NAFORMA, 2015) 
Tanzania loses a total of 372,816 ha per year and the recent findings from Forest Reference 
Emission Level (FREL,2017) revealed that the forest loss increases to 469,000 per year.The 
government of Tanzania in collaboration with other stakeholders with support from various 
development partners have been implementing several initiatives in order to address the 
current losses of forests. Tree planting program is one of the initiative supporting Tanzania’s 
government efforts in addressing deforestation in urban and peri-urban areas.

“I have worked with 
Community forest conservation 
network (MJUMITA) as advocacy 
officer for more than 8 years 
responsible in influencing changes 
in policies, laws and regulations in 
the forests, agriculture and energy 
sectors so that they contribute to 
pro poor sustainable development 
and enhanced climate change 
resilience. I am also responsible 
in building the capacity of various 
stakeholders at national and local 
level to benefits from sustainably 
management and utilization of 
forests resources”

       -Elida Nanzala fundi -

Country: Tanzania
City: Dodoma  
population: 2 Million

 a miombo tree, locally known as 
Mwanga or Mmanga (swahili) and 
pericopsis angolensis (a botanical 
name) it is mainly used for timber

figure 6: a group photo of environment 
club at Dundani secondary school
photo courtesy of author
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(Left) figure 7: Monitoring progress of tree 
planting with teachers and students
photo courtesy of author

(Right) figure 8: Tree seedling distribution 
with support from MJUMITa
photo courtesy of author

figure 9: KWg launching tree planting 
program in Dundani secondary 
school. 
photo courtesy of author

WOMEN aND yOUTH TaKINg CHaRgE TO CONsERVE aND 
REsTORE URBaN aND pERI-URBaN fOREsTs IN MKURaNga DIsTRICT, 
TaNZaNIa INITIaTIVE spaCEs

This program focuses on increasing awareness among community members, 
Government officials and youth on the importance of urban and peri-urban forests, 
identifying challenges facing urban forest and advocate for the need of investing in 
restoring and conservation of forests in urban areas; engaging community members 
and youth in designing, establishing and monitoring tree planting programs in 
school grounds as well as working with government officers to provide technical 
support and seedling to enable students to plant and restore forests in their schools. 
Since its establishment in August 2017, the project has managed to conduct 6 
awareness meetings with 267 women, men and youth including students, pupils, 
MJUMITA members, community leaders and district government officials; planted 
more than 2500 trees (natural species, fruit and ornamental trees) in four schools 
and monitoring performance and survival of the plants through environmental clubs.

The initiative aimed at promoting active participation of young generation to 
conserve and restore forests in urban and peri-urban forests for sustainable 
development. The initiatives is implemented by Tanzania community 
conservation network (MJUMITA), Kiwalani women group and environmental 
school clubs from Dundani secondary school, Kipalang’anda secondary school, 
Ngalawani primary school and Bupu primary school in Mkuranga District.
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gREEN aREas IN CITIEs as COOLINg safEgaURDs
A “cool urban green” story started in 2016, when our NGO “Ukrainian Ecological Club 
“Green Wave” implemented the project “Management of urban green areas as an element 
of adaptation to climate change in cities” under the EU program Climate Forum East II. The 
project analyzed a legal framework of managing urban green zones and estimated how to 
maintain green zones in a sustainable manner, to ensure comfort living of citizens under 
the heat waves, which nowadays occur in every big Ukrainian city due to climate change.

How does one estimate the effectiveness of green zones in a city in order face climate change? 
The project team used a method of thermal surface mapping of green zones based both on 
satellite images, and with a thermal camera on a drone, estimating in parallel leaf CO2 fluxes 
for 5 Kyiv tree species under extremely hot conditions. As a second project component, a 
readiness of the Ukrainian legal framework dealing with urban green zones to face climate 
change has been analyzed.

“ I have a PhD in Ecology and I am a head 
of NGO “Ukrainian Ecological Club 
“Green Wave” with 14 years of project 
management in the fields of education 
for   sustainable  development,  eco-
tourism,  eco-urbanism,  &   enviromental 
protection. I have also worked as a 
Senior Lecturer at the Department of En-
vironmental Studies, National University 
of   Kyiv-Mohyla  Academy (2013-2018) 
and was involved in research projects 
of Center for Aero-Space research of 
Earth of NASU in 2014-2016. Areas of 
expertise and scientific interests include 
all related to carbon cycling (CO2 fluxes) 
at the leaf, soil, and ecosystem levels 
for natural grasslands, croplands, and 
urban green zones under climate change 
threats. I am a hiking and mountaineer-
ing instructor, adores a wild nature and 
climbing trees! ”
    

-Oleksandra Khalaim-

Country: Ukraine
City: Kyiv 
population: 2 ,935, 239 

figure 18 & 19:  Measurements of leaf CO2 
exchange under hot weather conditions
photos courtesy of author

figure 17 : surface temperatures in Kyiv based on the Landsat-8 satellite and UaV- photos courtesy of author

adapting to climate change
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In April 2018, the National Geographic Society supported a continuation of this project by 
providing an individual research grant to Oleksandra. Our super-team of young scientists 
represents key Ukrainian academic institutions: Dr. Taras Kazantsev from the Center for 
Aero-Space research of Earth of NASU, Dr. Oleksandr Polishchuk from Institute of Botany of 
NASU, and Olena Zabarna from National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy. The project is 
also supported by the biggest  UAV provider in Ukraine: the company “Drone.ua”

For the first time in Ukraine, a complex study about urban green areas as means of adaptation 
for an urban population to combat the negative effects of the climate change (heat waves) 
had been initiated. As a part of the project, U.S. Forest Service Urban Forestry Toolkit will 
be tested together with  i-Tree, to explore  possibilities  of  these  tools  under  Ukrainian 
conditions.

Based on the research results, the recommendations will be developed both for urban Public 
Utility Companies about planting  management  and  planning  ( species,  density,  types of 
greening etc.), and for local authorities  on the legislation  improvements. The  results  will 
be also highlighted for local communities to draw a completed picture of cause-effect links 
between CO2 emissions, climate change, and quality of their urban living.

You can follow the project on its Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/CoolGreenKyiv/

figure 22 (Left) : a typical backyard for a 
residential district in Kyiv
photo courtesy of author

(Right) figure 21 : Ready for a drone thermal 
mapping - will fly under a central Kyiv living 
districts
photo courtesy of author

(Left) figure 20 : adjusting the leaf before the 
CO2 exchange measurement
photo courtesy of author

“ few years ago I discovered for myself initiatives 
of NyC parks; since then I dreamed to visit those 
U.s.  activists who realize such great ideas of 
local citizens’ involvement, gIs visualization, and 
estimation of ecosystem services that trees 
provide.you cannot even imagine the level of my 
professional and personal happiness when 
the dream became true due to Usfs support!  
Unfortunately, we still are missing such projects 
in Ukraine, and a possibility to gain the newest 
knowledge and tools for our local projects   gives  
a  right   vision   for further development. Moving 
forward to adapt the best worldwide practices 
in Kyiv! ”

  
                  -Oleksandra Khalaim-
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pROJECT COMMUNIaCT -CREaTINg THE BaLayONg 
TREE paRK
First conceptualized during the inaugural International Seminar on Urban Forestry,                 
sponsored by the U.S. Forest Service International Programs, in Chicago and New York,      
Project CommuniAct® officially took off in Puerto Princesa City in Palawan, Philippines.  It 
was launched during the first Balayong Tree Planting Festival last July 29, 2017.Project     
CommuniAct® was the converging vehicle that brought together numerous organizations 
and community people to the historic event of stablishing a tree park in the City. Utilizing 
62 hectares of government center land as site for its Balayong Tree Park. The Palawan Cherry 
tree (Cassia nodosa) locally called “Balayong” was the nominated official tree species that 
was planted. Being abundant in the City and Province, the Balayong tree not only provides 
natural shades and other ecosystem services, it also renders beautiful cherry white flowers 
during its bloom every summer. The First Balayong Tree Planting Festival was a success.  It 
lead to the celebration of a second year last July 28, 2018.  This event was well attended with 
more organizations and community representatives in attendance.

Project CommuniAct® of the City Environment and Natural Resources Office (City ENRO) 
was presented as concept action planto mobilize the community into action to protect 
and conserve the environment of the City. Residents of Puerto Princesa have high level 
of environmental conservation awareness and that is the challenge to needed to hurdle 
to entice them to participate in the Project. A newcatalyst and approach are thought 
to be needed to increase the enthusiasm of the people to the reach for the next level 
conservation approach–thus the i-Tree and STEW-MAP tools learned from the Seminar 
were thought to be the strategy for the scenario. i-Tree and STEW-MAP were two of 
the numerous tools learned during that International Seminar on Urban Forestry and 
undoubtedly these applications would   provide an additional layer of ecological information 
on tree conservation and connectivity or networking to community action, respectively.

President John Kenneth P. Tan during the second Balayong Tree Planting and Nurturing     
Festival held last July 28, 2018 said, “Our organization, the Palawan  Geographic Society, Inc.,  
for decades was involved in tree planting activities in Puerto Princesa City, but this is our first 
time to encounter i-Tree applications and STEW-MAP. The new information we learned from 
these applications are just exciting and educational. Now our organization’s activities can 
reach new level and platform thru STEW-MAP.

“I Joined the ranks of City 
Environment and Natural Resources 
Office in November 2015 as De-
partment  Head to date. A lawyer by 
profession, I hanged up my litigation 
coat to pave way to my passion and 
interest in avian wildlife. My inspira-
tion to get deeply involve in environ-
mental conservation was strengthened 
by the experience from my NGOs’ 
various activities. The Palawan Geo-
graphic Society in many ways assisted 
me in my stint with City ENRO while 
introducing numerous innovations 
to keep the Office apace with the 
present  conditions and demands of 
the constituents within the sustainabil-
ity capacity of the city’s environment. 
Science-based management is what 
I ultimately wanted to pursue for my 
office and I am currently investing on 
capacitating my staff to attain it.”
     
             -Carlo B. gomez-

(Left) figure 23: group picture of ITree tools   
and sTEW map mentors with community 
participants
photo courtesy of atty. Carlo B. gomez 

(Right) figure 24: Balayong park 
perspective design

Urban forestry in 
pUerto princesa city

Country: philippines
City: puerto princesa 
population: 225,116

     Balayong tree
Native for puerto princesa
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I will be disseminating i-Tree tools to our members and partners and encourage them to try it 
first in their own private surroundings and be inspired of the value of each trees they have.”

On another note, Mayor Lucilo R. Bayron of Puerto  Princesa in his message said that “Park 
and open spaces are intended for the people as destination to relax, commune with nature, 
mingle with friends and families, in short, this area is for them (people), so why not let 
these people plant the trees and create their own park intended for them by them? So that 
the Balayong Tree Park as created by the people themselves will be called the People’s Park, 
of course under the module and concept of STEW-MAP and initial i-Tree Tools approach of 
geo-tagging Balayong tree seedlings and saplings.”

Since then, the Office of City Environment and Natural Resources utilized i-Tree Tools and 
STEW-MAP application as a new way to approach tree planting activity participated in by 
various organizations in different locations. In fact, it was also the approach applied during 
the celebration of the 28th Pista y Ang Kagueban last June 30, 2018.

What made the Urban Forestry program successful is the fact that the main players are acting 
in symbiotic manner. The Local Government provide a counter logistical support to the 
endeavors and not purely dependent on what the other key partners offer, and that impart 
interest and putting a bet on the activities. It is just pooling all the resources together to 
support a noble environmental action.

Last March 2018, the U.S. Forest Service combined team of Al Zelaya, Erika Svendsen and 
Michelle Johnson, arrived in Puerto Princesa City to jointly host with the City Government 
of Puerto Princesa thru the Office of the City Environment and Natural Resources and 
USAID-SURGE the trainings on i-Tree Tools and STEW-MAP to its residents and USAID-SURGE 
City partners. Room and field sessions on i-Tree and STEW-MAP concept were taught to the 
participating community members, majority of whom belonged to people’s organization, 
civic, academic, government, professionals and students of the city in preparation for 
the second Balayong Tree Planting. The training was a wonderful event and participants 
are expecting to engage ina follow up activity. The City ENRO is in close coordination with 
USAID-SURGE and U.S. Forest Service International Programs on this matter. figure 26 : palawan geopgraphic society inc.volunteers

(Left) figure 25 : City Enro staff during the 28th                                                                    
feast of the forest
photo courtesy o f atty. Carlo B. gomez

“park and open spaces are intended for the 
people as destination to relax, commune with 
nature, mingle with friends and families, in 
short, this area is for them (people), so why not
let these people plant the trees and create 
their own park intended for them by them? so 
that the Balayong Tree park as created by the 
people themselves will be called the people’s 
park, of course under the module and concept 
of sTEWMap and initial iTree Tools approach 
of geo-tagging Balayong tree seedlings and 

saplings”.

           - Hon. Lucilo R. Bayron - 
       City Mayor of puerto princesa City           
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My colleagues and I at the Armenia Tree Project (ATP) site in Yerevan conduct environmental 
projects in efforts to reforest Armenia’s cities and villages. Since ATP’s inception in 1994, 
we have made it our goal to combat the desertification that befell Armenia as a result of 
the Nagorno-Karabakh War. Our projects focus on planting trees, educating the public on 
important matters regarding environment, as well as establishing sustainable development 
and poverty reduction. Here in Yerevan, we manage four state-of-the-art tree nurseries and 
two environmental education centers. We work with villagers all around Armenia, creating 
tree-based micro-enterprise opportunities. Our partnerships not only empower villagers 
with work; they also serve to further our vision of reforestation. So far, we have planted more 
than 5.5 million trees all around Armenia. 

Currently, our initiatives include Community Tree Planting, which focuses on planting native 
trees at more than 1,200 urban and rural sites in over 300 towns and villages in Armenia 
and Artsakh. These trees offer shade, clean air and water, and produce 300,000 pounds of 
fruit every year. We operate nurseries in Karin, Khachpar and Chiva, which supply trees for 
our Community Tree Planting program. Our nursery in Margahovit Village is solely designed 
for reforestation-possessing the capacity to grow one million tree seedlings. Our Backyard 
Nursery Program (BYN) combines all aspects of our vision into a single approach. Our staff 
guide and train village residents in growing their own trees in backyard nurseries in Keti, 
Aghavnavank, and Margahovit. Each backyard nursery can grow between 1,500-2,000 
trees. We at ATP compensate villagers for their harvests, which provide families with skills 
and greater economic independence, increasing income by 30% on average. This program 
encapsulates our vision of providing means for economic and environmental developments 
in Armenia.

“ I am the Operations Manager of 
ATP in Armenia. I have organized and 
accomplished successful projects in the 
time since I begun working with ATP 
in 1995 until now. I have started out 
as a volunteer at ATP, and then was 
officially hired as a monitor of the 
CTP program in 1996. Following my 
promotion to CTP manager in 2010, 
I assumed the role of Deputy Director 
four years later. I was responsible for 
over 1,000 sites ATP utilized to plant 
trees since 1994, and continues to add 
more sites and monitor all existing ones 
each year. I have obtained a degree in 
economics from the State Univeristy of 
Economics. I have served in the Soviet 
air force as a parachutist, and then I 
became a technical supervisor- where 
I was later promoted to manager of 
distribution- at the former electron 
production association. I simultane-
ously owned my own shoe and sock 
production business and supplied 
agricultural equipment to the agrarian 
institute. I am married with two 
sons, one daughter, and one grand 
daughter”
     
            - arthur Harutyunyan -

figure 28 :  Environmental Education class 
in Margahovit village
photo courtesy of author

the armenia tree project

Country: armenia
City: yerevan 
population: 2,934,152
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In Margahovit Village, our aim to restore large-scale forest cover is being realized. We hire 
hundreds of seasonal workers to assist in the planting and maintenance of fledgling forests 
in the area. Our nursery supplies us with hundreds of thousands of seedlings, which we use to 
plant each year. In addition to our tree-planting initiatives, we also provide environmental 
education training and workshops. Thousands of school children visit our Michael and 
Virginia Ohanian Environmental Education Centers annually. These centers inform and 
engage students on the topic of the environment through hands-on activities and classes.

figure 29 : armenia Tree project colleague Tigran 
prepares to plant treelings in new plot
photo courtesy of author

(Left) figure 30 : New armenia Tree project forest 
outside of historical Khor Virap site
photo courtesy of author

(Left) figure 32 : armenia Tree project colleague 
Tigran leads tour of state-of-the-art nursery in 
Karin
photo courtesy of author

figure 31 :Building Bridges participants from 
the U.s. come to help plant trees in armenia
photo courtesy of author

(Right) figure 33 : arthur with young treeling in 
young armenia Tree project forest
photo courtesy of author

“ The impact of the urban seminar on my 
work illuminated the importance of community 
involvement. The human factor is so import-
ant--because differences are made when more 
people stand together in addressing a common 
issue. Organized discussions and seminars all 
help people come to a solid conclusion. Learning 
how to interact with people and get them to 
arrive to the same idea is critical for possible 
change”
             
                 - arthur Harutyunyan - 

“ Civil society is the most important factor. It should 
be very active. That’s what I saw during this 
experience. aTp is also applying this method of 
engaging civil society. We help people so they can 
make informed decisions, enabling them to have 
confidence and a reason to dedicate themselves 
to organizations that serve a purpose, such as 

non-profits or local government. ”
             
                 - arthur Harutyunyan - 
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The total population of Colombia is approximately 49.5 million people, and the urban 
population represents 76% of that total. According to projections, it is estimated 
that by 2050 the population living in cities will reach 52.6 million inhabitants, 
equivalent to 86% of the total population. Along with population increases will be the 
development of infrastructure for housing and basic services, as well as the growth 
of industrial and transporting activities. Increased urbanization has the potential to 
degrade natural resources, and negatively affect the quality of life of local inhabitants. 
One of the main environmental problems in many Colombian cities is air pollution, 
which deteriorates public health and the general quality of life of its citizens.

Several scientific studies indicate that increased tree cover in cities, accompanied by an 
appropriate design and management of urban forests, can improve environmental quality, 
and hence the well-being of the population. Urban forests remove atmospheric pollutants, 
regulate temperature, reduce runoff, provide food and shelter for wildlife, and increase the 
aesthetic value. Urban forest ecosystem services have been estimated and valued in different 
cities in North America, South America, Europe and Asia. However, in Colombia there are very 
few studies; one of them was developed in Medellín and nine other municipalities within the 
Aburrá Valley, by my research team. Based on that experience, and what I learned during the 
Urban Forestry Seminar in 2017, I got interested in promoting similar studies in other cities 
in Colombia, and we got the support from the U.S. Forest Service International Programs.

“ I graduated with a bachelor´s degree 
in Forest Engineering from National 
University of Colombia. I work as a 
professor at University EIA (Colombia), 
where i teach courses on Biodiversity, 
Ecology, and Urban Forestry. I am the 
principal researcher of several projects 
on urban forest ecosystem services, 
economic value of trees, ecological 
connectivity, and tree health.
     
 I want to thank the U.S. Forest Service 
for the support to develop the project. 
Special thanks to Camille McCarthy 
and David Nowak”  
 
              - Maria arroyave -

Country: Colombia
City: Medellin
population: 2.464 M 

figure 34: park in Medellín 
photo credit felipe piedrahita

Erythrina poeppigiana
 Native tree to Medellin

promoting the benefits of 
Urban forests in colombia
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Microclimate 
regulation

The project intends to help the implementation of i-Tree Eco, a software application 
developed by the U.S. Forest Service, designed to quantify forest structure, environmental 
effects, and value to communities. The results can be used for forest managers to improve 
environmental quality and human health. It will also aid in the formulation of environmental 
regulations and public policies related to air quality, climate change and urban forestry. The 
project can help improve city sustainability and resilience.

As part of the activities, a workshop was developed in Cali from June 5th to June 7th, 2018, in 
order to train people for i-Tree. It was oriented by David Nowak, Senior Scientist and i-Tree 
Leader from the U.S. Forest Service, Northern Research Station, and Camille McCarthy from 
International Programs. We had the participation of 15 people from environmental entities 
and universities located in Pereira, Cali, Bogotá and Popayán. Additionally, we completed 
the i-Tree database for Colombia, for which we collected the required information of 714 tree 
species existing in urban areas of Colombia, as well as weather and air pollution data. This will 
help automate processing and facilitate the application of the software in Colombia.  

figure 36: park in Medellín 
 photo  credit: felipe piedrahita

figure 35 :The diverse benefits of 
urban forests
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The role of vegetation in cities is essential, and its benefits are visible. Green areas provide 
spaces for wildlife, reduce temperatures, facilitate air purification, reduce water pollution 
and provide a sense of well-being for their inhabitants by beautifying the environment.

The city of La Paz is located in the state of Baja California Sur, where annual precipitation 
is lowest in Mexico, with an average of 161 mm per year. The only source of water for its 
population is groundwater, and the combination of exponential urban growth and soil 
erosion and desertification in the upper watershed´s recharge area contribute to the fact that 
each year the water balance ends in deficit. In addition, the high temperatures, the city’s 
growing impervious surface and the lack of shaded public spaces result in urban space that is 
unused by its population and lack of opportunities for recreation and building social fabric.

Vegetation in the city is limited and is mainly exotic. Because of this, during hurricane 
season, hundreds of trees that are not adapted to this region fall down, and their 
maintenance has a high cost due to the fact that constant irrigation is needed in an area 
with significant water stress.

Since 2014, an NGO called Niparajá, Natural History Society A.C. (Niparajá), supported by the 
Mexican Fund for the Conservation of Nature under the Watershed and Cities Program, has 
focused its efforts on bringing together experts in vegetation and rainwater harvesting to 
create a list of native, low water consumption, plants that can be used in initiatives to create 
urban green spaces in the City of La Paz.

The research began with interviews with various experts on native or adapted plants 
recommended for the city. Under the leadership of Dr. Alfonso Medel of the Northeast 
Biological Research Center, Niparajá began the work of compiling existing documentary 
information and plant collections from local universities. With their experience in the field, 
they expanded this information to evaluate their potential use as shade trees, ornamental 
shrubs, soil cover, vines in urban areas according to their botanical characteristics such as 
root type, foliage color, growth form, flower color, and size of space required for growth.

“ I am an Agricultural Engineer from 
the InstitutoTecnológico y de Estudios 
Superiores de Monterrey (ITESM). 
I hold a degree in Sustainable 
Development and Environmental 
Policy in Mexico from the National 
Autonomous University of Mexico and 
a Master of Science in Landscape 
Ecology, Design, and Management 
from the University of London. 
Since 2012, I have been involved in 
the process of promoting and proposing 
improvements in public policies 
related to the water sector in Mexico ”

-Rossana Landa-
 

Country: Mexico
City: Lapaz
population: 272,211 

           Bursera spp
Native tree of Lapaz Mexico

(Left) figure 37: Niparajá´s Water and City 
Team. from left to right adriana Nava, 
amor fenech and alejandra Campos

native plant pallette for
 the city of la paz
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As a result, in 2017 a Plant Palette was published with 100 species of native plants adapted 
to the region of La Paz with the aim of promoting their knowledge and promoting their 
use to reduce the consumption of drinking water for irrigation and strengthen regional 
identity through native landscapes. A significant achievement is that this publication was 
integrated into the update of the Urban Development Program of La Paz, and it is expected 
that authorities and citizens will increasingly make use of it when considering the planting 
of vegetation in urban areas of Baja California Sur.

As a precursor to this initiative, Niparajá and other civil society organizations have 
implemented pilot projects for green infrastructure and rainwater harvesting systems with 
the involvement of local groups and high school students.  

After three years of implementing these actions, 92 students and 105 citizens have 
been trained to create gardens with vegetation  from the Plant Palette, supported by the 
construction of bio-water retention ditches, bio-filters for greywater reuse, rainwater 
collection systems, grease traps, drip irrigation and reforestation with native vegetation.

Through these initiatives, Niparajá has identified a genuine citizen interest to learn from 
these issues; therefore, its actions and strategies seek to show how the generation and 
improvement of public green spaces favor social cohesion and can reduce the effects of heat 
island by up to 5 ºC. In addition, these spaces can become biological corridors that link wild 
and urban habitats.

figure 40& 41 :High school students working 
in a rainwater garden 

figure 38 & 39 : Bio-retention ditches in 
La paz. The purpose of these ditches is 
to retain water runoff and use it to grow 
plants instead of the drinking water that 
is currently used in landscaped areas.

The city of La paz has the best sunsets in 
the country and on the boardwalk you 
can see the sun rises and sets in the sea.
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I was lucky to be a participant of the 2018 International Seminar on Urban Forestry. What I 
saw and learnt at the seminar made a huge impression on me: how many instruments are out 
there for those, who would be interested in learning and doing; how eager people are to share 
what they know; and how similar problems are in parts of world, which seem to be so different.

As a political assistant at the U.S. Consulate General in St. Petersburg I worked with 
environmental organizations and on informal initiatives thateducate people about 
the importance of trees and protect and take care of parks and green areas in their 
neighborhoods.Bellona, the organization where I continued after the closure of the 
Consulate, was one of those organizations. Its lawyers advise St. Petersburg residents on 
the how to deal with municipal workers, who arrive with chainsaws to cut their courtyard 
trees.Unfortunately, in most cases interaction between public and authorities in Russia 
takes a form of confrontation when construction starts in a parkor when green areas are 
asphalted to become parking lots. Despite people’s efforts to be positive and rational, their 
opinion is rarely taken into consideration by those officially entrusted with care for trees.

According to official information, about 40% of the territory of St. Petersburg consist of 
green areas and water systems. Parks and green areas cover 31,000 hectares. There are 
government norms, which regulate the mandatory amount of green space per person. This 
amount varies depending on the district and, according to the city law, is between 64 and 
194 square feet per person. However, in 2017 in a public response toa local legislator the 
St. Petersburg governor admitted that no government agency had the authority to collect 
or evaluate this data. I conclude that it means that not only the exact number of city trees 
but also the exact number of the green recreational areas is unknown to the city agencies 
responsible for trees. When some spot inventories are done, they are done with the effort of 
volunteer activists. 

This is such a contrast to what I have just learnt at the Seminar. Tools such as i-Tree would 
make the task of tree inventory in the city so much easier. And these tools are so accessible.

“ I was born and raised in St. 
Petersburg. I attended biology 
classes as a school student and was 
planning to become an entomologist 
until the age of 18. But instead I 
graduated from the St. Petersburg 
State University with a degree in Slavic 
languages. I taught  Russian to foreign 
students, worked as a volunteer at a 
community for people with disabilities 
in Northern Ireland and worked as a 
free lance translator. In 1995 I got 
a job at the U.S. consulate general 
in St. Petersburg and worked there 
as political specialist and translator 
until it was closed by the Russian 
government in March 2018. After that 
I joined environmental NGO Bellona”

               -Vera Zakharova-

Country: Russia
City: st. petersburg
population: 5,208,690 

(Left) figure 42 :Birch tree in the center 
of st. petersburg 
photo courtesy of author

(Right) figure 43 :soviet era courtyard 
under reconstruction in pskov trees 
are cut down to expand parking 
photo courtesy of author

tree keepers of the world 
Unite!
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With limited resources that NGOs  have in Russia, I see my main task in informing 
organizations and activists, who are involved in work with urban trees about what I learnt 
at the seminar and telling them about possibilities they have and support they can get from 
the global urban forest community. For example, i-Tree tools can be extremely useful and can 
help groups defending trees and green zones to support their cause and demonstrate that 
trees do have economic value.

In late June I gave a presentation at the monthly meeting of St. Petersburg environmental 
organizations about the Urban Forestry Seminar and the i-Tree tools. I also showed the New 
York Street Trees Map.Members of the audience could hardly believe that ALL New York street 
trees were on the map and that a work of such scale was possible. The audience was mostly-
interested in who did it (government or volunteers) and with what funding. Activists, who 
fight for parks were impressed by the idea of being able to see the monetary value of trees. 
Some, however, expressed concern that if the evaluation is done by activists independently 
and presented to government responsible authorities may start questioning the methods 
and dismiss the results. 

Bellona has a program on environmental education in which two presenters visit classrooms 
and tell children about nature. Schools are interested in such classes because the environment 
is almost not featured in the academic program. We hope that the introduction of a simple 
i-Tree tool could be an exciting addition to these environmental lectures.

In early August I also briefed Pskov NGO Lake Peipsi Project on the i-Tree tools. Lake Peipsi 
does a lot of work on educating city dwellers about nature, on creating nature trails and 
caring for city parks. The NGO director is very interested in applying these tools. I hope she 
will have an opportunity to learn about it in greater detail.

It is very important for Russian environmentalists to stay connected with their counterparts 
around the world and I thinksharing the experience of using i-Tree tools would a greatway to 
achieve that.

figure 44: courtyard of the soviet era    
buildings
photo courtesy of author

 figure 45 : new residential block in st. petersburg
 photo courtesy of author

There are 93 rivers and canals in  the city of 
petersburg, their total length is about  187 
miles) and about 100 water reservoirs (natural 
and artificial). There are 800 bridges across 
the rivers and lakes and 218 of those are 
pedestrian only

             (facts about st. petersburg)
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in ersec   ions
the retUrn

of
the monarchs

aBOUT INTERsECTIONs
Intersections is an exploration of crosscutting 
issues among various topics with urban forestry and 
community engagement.  In this issue, this section 
looks at the nexus with forest landscape restoration, 
which is the topic for one of the ten international 
seminars that the U.S. Forest Service International 
Programs hosts.  The next issue will look at how youth, 
education and urban nature interact.

On a sunny  day in  June,on  the  banks  of  the  John  Day River in a remote  area  of central  Oregon, 
the 2018 International Forest Landscape Restoration (FLR) Seminar participants met U.S. 
Forest Service (USFS) experts Matt Horning  and Chris  Jensen to discuss tree cuttings and native 
plant material  for restoration at the USFS/Bureau of Land Management Clarno  Hardwoods  Joint  
Facility.  As if on  cue, a solitary Monarch butterfly  flew overhead.The international visitors 
immediately turned to photograph the iconic butterfly as it landed in the facility’s milkweed 
garden—a result of a multi-year effort to restore the essential host plant for Monarchs.

The ecological successes of the Clarno facility’s milkweed garden were evident without 
further explanation.  The FLR Seminar participants, led annually for the training program by 
USFS International Programs in partnership with the International Union for Conservation 
of Nature,witnessed firsthand a local connection to a global conservation effort.  This 
charismatic species unites rural and urban communities in North America. And it might not 
have been possible just a few years earlier without the efforts of dedicated local USFS staff.

Aysha Ghadiali  is a policy analyst for the USDA 
Forest Service (USFS), International Programs, 
based in Washington, DC.  She coordinates 
the annual International Seminar on Forest 
Landscape Restoration in Oregon and helped 
establish the Lebanon Reforestation Initiative, 
funded by USAID and implemented by USFS.

Matt Horning is a plant geneticist with the USDA 
Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region stationed 
on the Deschutes National Forest in Bend, Oregon. 
His primary responsibility is to provide guidance 
to land managers on the use of genetically 
appropriate plant materials in restoration activities.

(Left) figure 46 :  showy milkweed (ascle-
piasspeciosa) planting at the Usfs Clarno 
Hardwoods facility in central Oregon.  
photo credit: Max Bauetdinov, 2018 
International seminar on forest Landscape 
Restoration participant from Uzbekistan 

(Right) figure 47 :  UsfsClarno Hardwoods 
facility manager, Chris Jensen (left), speaks 
with international visitor, Max Bauetdinov 
(right), during the annual International 
seminar on forest Landscape Restoration.  
photo credit: JakhongirTalipov, 2018 
International seminar on forest Landscape 
Restoration participant from Uzbekistan

“ growing stewards “

By: Aysha Ghadiali & Matthew Horning
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Back in the winter of 2014,Matt Horning, a geneticist, and Tom Landis, a retired USFS nursery 
management expert,were skiing Mt. Bachelor in the Cascade Mountains.  On the slopes, Land 
is encouraged Horning to look for milkweed populations and Monarchs on “the eastside” 
of the Cascade Range in Oregon.  The area was suspected to be an important Monarchmi-
gration corridor, from over-wintering sites in coastal California to breeding sites in the 
Pacific Northwest.  It could potentially play a critical role in the conservation of the western 
population of Monarchs.   

After some preliminary research, Horning enlisted the help of USFS Deschutes National Forest 
Staff including Chris Jensen, a genetics and reforestation technician, and manager of the 
Clarno facility.  Not only did they find milkweed populations in central Oregon, but critically, 
Monarchs were breeding at these sites and would benefit from efforts to augment milkweed 
populations. In short, their field research results were astounding.  In 2015, they started 
with only four known Monarch breeding occurrences in central and eastern Oregon.  By 2018, 
hundreds were identified.

Once Horning and Jensen knew that Monarchs were breeding in central Oregon and not simply 
migrating through, theyand others worked to establish a milkweed garden at the Clarno 
facility to serve as a seed source for revegetation activities.  Currently, Clarno’s milkweed 
garden not only serves as an operational seed source for landscape restoration, but also a 
breeding site for Monarchs and a nectaring site for a diverse suite of other pollinators, such 
as Honeybees, that are important for ecosystem function.  The seed from the Clarno garden 
is shared by many local partners and other government agencies to support a broad range of 
restoration projects in central Oregon.

figure 49 : Monarch butterfly nectars on 
milkweed at Clarno facility.  
photo courtesy: Chris Jensen, Usfs

figure 48 : a Honey bee, an important 
pollinator, lands on showy milkweed at the 
Clarno facility.  photo credit: JakhongirTalipov, 
2018 International seminar on forest Landscape 
Restoration participant from Uzbekistan

“ The return of Monarchs is proof ofthe benefits 
shared between landscape restoration work 
in rural and urban areas throughout the 
country.  In Canada, Mexico, and in the United 
states, the iconic butterfly showcases North 
american cooperation and the important role 
all pollinators play in our shared ecosystem”          

                    - aysha & Mathew - 
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THE MagIC Of LIVE aNIMaLs IN THE CLassROOM

Imagine a typical elementary school classroom.  A group of 1st graders are sitting in a circle 
on the floor, squirming in anticipation.  They are about to see – and if they dare—hold a 
live Madagascar Hissing Cockroach. This impressive creature, about 3 inches long, is 
the pièce de resistance in Kay Taub’s “Incredible Insects” presentation.  In her 25-year 
career as a nature educator and entomologist, Kay has noticed that despite the endless 
entertainment available on their devices, live insects never fail to mesmerize students.  

While most people recoil from insects, Kay exhorts students to be ‘real’ scientists and 
use their powers of observation to notice, compare and get curious about her arthropods. 
During the presentation, students learn about each insect’s biology and, if they wish, 
have a chance to hold it. The students who are initially reluctant to do so usually 
overcome that hesitation when they see classmates feeding Mulberry leaves to hungry 
silkworms. Kay’s relaxed style shows kids that she trusts them to be careful and not to 
hurt the insects. As students get comfortable with handling the arthropods, so does their 
sense of responsibility for protecting them. The idea behind Kay’s work is that, in the 
future, these students will also be responsible for protecting all of the Earth’s species.

conservation throUgh inspiration

“ - growing stewards  ..  in growing cities - “

Figure 51 & 52: Kay brings several arthropod 
collection boxes for students to explore

Figure 50: Students are thrilled to hold the Madgascar 
hissing cockroaches
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Not surprisingly, adults also feel inspired about conservation when they experience close 
up encounters with live animals. In fact, research shows that learning about a species 
is significantly enhanced when students can see that live animal. During this year’s 
International Seminar on Urban Forestry, participants were thrilled by Jo Santiago’s 
presentation on migratory birds of prey which included a bald eagle. During the years Jo has 
been a raptor rehabilitator and educator, she has been stopped many times by people who 
had seen her presentation years earlier.  Typically, they don’t remember Jo’s name, but they 
do remember the magnificent raptors—and the importance of conserving them.  

Both live animal presentations are part of the Urban Outreach and Partnerships Program 
of the U.S. Forest Service International Programs.  The work aims to connect people to all 
of the beautiful species that migrate across the hemisphere including Monarch butterflies, 
dragonflies, bats and others. The goal is conservation through inspiration!

Figure 53: Freedom the bald eagle wows 
children and adults alike.

Figure 54: For several decades, Jo has 
worked with non-releasable, rehabilitated 
birds of prey, whose stories make an impact 
in different ways to different audiences.

Figure 55 & 56:  The U.S. Forest Service
International Programs works with other 
educators who, demonstrating with live 
animals such as bats and dragonflies,
highlight the importance of habitat 
conservation for  migratory species.




